Abstract: Adiabatic normal mode propagation predictions that include effects from trapped and untrapped modes arc compared with benchmark solutions. Accurate predictions require that mode identities are correctly maintained as a function of range.
Benchmark solutions (1) have been established for models of acoustic propagation in range dependent environments.
Untrapped mode contributions have been demonstrated (2) to be significant for the third benchmark problem, which involves upslope propagation through a wedge-shaped wavegtride with a penetrable, Iossy bottom.
This result is illustrated in Figure 1 , which shows several adiabatic norrnaI mode model predictions in comparison with the benchmark solution. The prediction constructed using only modes that are trapped is clearly deficient. One defect of retaining only trapped modes is that the three trapped modes found at short ranges do not include the more vertically propagating acoustic field components that are important.
A second shortcoming of the prediction with only trapped modes is that discontinuities in the field occur where trapped modes are cutoff (e.g., range 0.75 km for mode 3 in Figure 1 ). In reality, modes may significantly contribute beyond cutoff.
The effect of including untrapped field components in a normal mode solution was investigated by first using ORCA (3) to generate the complex depth dependence and eigenvalues for trapped and leaky modes as a fiction of water depth for an isospeed water column over a homogeneous bottom halfspace (1). Then, the adiabatic mode sum for the acoustic field as a function of range was constructed (4) from the water depth dependence of the modal components. The prediction obtained by combining (untrapped) leaky mode contributions with the trapped mode contributions is shown in Figure 1 . For this prediction the total number of modes (trapped plus leaky) used to calculate the field was nine throughout the range interval, and the mode number identity of modes that were initially trapped at short ranges is maintained as they transition to being leaky. Thus, the ener~in the originally trapped mode 3 is smoothly transferred to a mode 3 that is in the leaky (untrapped) spectrum, and the prediction in Figure 1 for ranges 0.8-1.0 km is close to the benchmark result. The inclusion of leaky mode components also improves the prediction at short ranges by accounting for steep angle energy near the source.
Besides the trapped and leaky modes there is a third contribution to the acoustic field from the branch line integral. ORCA has been modified to calculate a discretized (modal) representation of the branch line using a
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Range -km FIGU~1. Comparison of adiabatic normal mode predictions with the benchmark solution for a wedge-shaped wavegaide with a penetrable, lossy bottom.
bottom halfspace with sound speed and attenuation gradients (5). The prediction shown in Figure 1 is from the adiabatic mode sum of twenty branch line modes and nine trappeMeaky modes produced by a bottom halfspace with a complex k-squared gradient of 10-6(1 +i)/m. The twenty branch line modes used were those closest to the branch point. As a function of range, the identities of the branch line modes were maintained separately from the trappedleaky modes.
Relative to the solution obtained using only the trapped and leaky modes for the homogeneous bottom halfspace, the gradient bottom solution is closer to the benchmark solution both at short ranges and in the region of the mode 3 transition from trapped to leaky. The gradient halfspace is a type of false bottom, and false bottom representations have been used to reproduce branch line effects for range invariant acoustic field calculations using normal modes (3). An adiabatic prediction using 29 modes of a false bottom convenient for mode coupling calculations was also close to the gradient bottom result (4), provided that the identities of the trappe~eaky modes and of the false bottom modes are maintained. It should be noted that neglecting the branch line mode contributions changes the result shown in Figure 1 for the gradient bottom by less than 1 dB for most ranges.
ResulG for the second benchmark problem (1), upslope propagation through a wedge-shaped waveguide with a penetrable, lossless bottom, are shown in Figure 2 . The adiabatic prediction using a total of nine trapped and leaky modes of the homogeneous bottom is deficient in the region (around 0.8 km) of the transition of mode 3 from trapped to leaky, i.e., near the branch point on the real axis. The gradient bottom prediction with nine trapped and leaky modes does not exhibit the deficiency, Branch line mode contributions were not significant. A prediction (not shown in Figure 2 ) close to the gradient bottom result was obtained using 49 modes for a false bottom similar to that constructed for the Iossy benchmark (4). This false bottom for the lossless problem has the benchmark sediment parameters to a depth 205 m beneath the water surface and continues in a 2050 m layer with sound speed decreasing to 1530 tis and with absorption increasing to 5 dB/k, which are the parameters of the underlying homogeneous halfspace. As was the case for the third benchmark problem, good adiabatic predictions required that the separate identity of trappefleaky and false bottotiranch line modes be maintained as a function of range. 
